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FOODEX AND DRUPA HIGHLIGHTS

Clifton’s
cutting edge
innovations
on show
Clifton used Foodex 2016 to showcase 
its latest innovations such as the Ovenable
range of films/bags including the 
Ovenable stand-up pouch and its entry 
into the cold seal sector, both of which 
are fully manufactured in house at the
company’s Leicester facility.
Established since 1981, Clifton Packaging
Group is a privately owned family business
that is a leader in the innovation and
manufacture of flexible packaging for the
FMCG sector. Clifton Packaging supplies a
broad range of options which includes HD
flexo printing, laminated films, lidding,
flow wrap, barrier, thermoforming films
and also manufactures resealable bags,
stand-up and shaped stand-up pouches to
give your products a marketing advantage
and increased brand exposure. Clifton is
also a specialist supplier of packaging
machinery and contract packing, which
together with its in-house design team

allows the company to provide clients with
a complete turnkey cost effective solution
for their packaging requirements.The
Clifton Group is two years into a five-year
growth plan and has heavily invested in
state of the art flexo printing presses,
laminators and slitters that have not only
improved quality and efficiency but have
also significantly increased capacity. 
The company has recently invested in a
super combi laminator which means it can
now offer spot matt/gloss varnish and
tactile printing in register using a gravure
station. Furthermore, it has the capability
to supply cold seal films. More machinery
investments are already in the pipeline and
aside from this Clifton is leading the way
when it comes to Anti-Bac materials and
is now onto its second generation of this
product. Clifton has recently been audited
and achieved BRC/IOP to the highest
standard (GRADE AA).
0116 2893355    
info@cliftonpackaging.com
www.cliftonpackaging.com 

Bespoke horizontal
flow-wrapping
systems exhibited
on FoodEx stand
Paramount Packaging, exclusive
distributor of Fuji Machinery Company’s
horizontal and vertical form-fill-seal
equipment in the UK and Ireland for the
food industry, showed bespoke versions
of its Alpha VII horizontal flow-wrapping
system at FoodEx. The exhibit featured a
special box motion model adapted to
produce the on trend, stand up ‘block
bottom gable top packs’ which are
becoming increasingly popular for
packaging of gourmet sandwiches and
confectionery and snack multipacks. A
back seal flow-wrapper that has been
customised for the fresh produce market
will also be on display. Ideal for the
overwrapping of irregular shaped, fragile
or sticky products such as fish, sausages
or IV bags, Fuji’s Alpha VII back seal
flow-wrapper features bottom film feeds
for easy, positive transfer of product
from the infeed conveyor to the film
tube. This eliminates the need to use
trays for loose products. The
FW3710BS/B model on display at Foodex
has been adapted for use on mobile field
harvesting rigs, making it suitable for
fresh produce.  
www.paramount-packaging.co.uk

An automatic system to produce sandwich
'grab-bags', stand-up bags with pockets, and a
series of reclosable bag options were among
innovations in flexible packaging for food
featured by Italian machinery manufacturer
PFM at FoodEx.  In addition, its latest servo
flow-wrapper, the Pearl, provides smaller or
start-up operations with all the efficiency
advantages of multi-axis servo drive, at an
entry level cost. PFM's automatic 'grab-bag'

system for premium snack products replaces
the traditional pre-made hand-loaded paper
bag with a flow-wrap created from Paper-
Like™ film. This cuts labour and material
costs, while preserving the appeal of a hand
packed product. The bags are made from a
single web of film on the PFM Zenith Duo Bag
machine and provide an additional pocket for
promotional items or accessories.

0113 2393401   I    www.pfmuk.com

Innovation in style for food flexpacks
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